The Element of Change Begins From the Ground Up

The departure of the Element from conventional recreational vehicles begins from the ground up. The Element frame is a highly engineered automotive style chassis designed to be lightweight and extremely durable.

- The AFT (Advanced Fulcrum Tracking) axle system provides balanced stability and true tracking on the road. This is possible through the use of lightweight composites and aluminum to reduce the tongue weight.
- The most durable, lightweight frame available is engineered from automotive, High Strength Low Alloy (HSLA) steel that yields the highest strength-to-weight ratio.
- The frame incorporates little to no welding that can crack or separate. Instead, Element frame components are secured with an intricate system of bolts and interlocking groves to provide a stronger, lighter weight chassis. Frame components overlap to provide strength where it is needed most.
- Each frame component is protected with an automotive quality electro-coating process that coats 100% of the frame to retard rust and corrosion.

The Element of Design

The Element is a fusion of classic American automotive design and the latest in aerodynamic, European-inspired camping trailers.

- Built to be both environmentally friendly and stylish, like all the EverGreen product lines, the new Element is also built tough with the latest in sustainable composites to last a lifetime.
- Totally wood free, the Element is ultra resistant to rot, mold or mildew that mark the demise of most RVs. Sustainable ComposiTek™ Construction make the Element eco-friendly and recyclable.
- European styled windows are crafted of tinted acrylic to provide energy efficiency and privacy.
- The interior appointments of the Element are clean, functional and ready for the rigors of today's most active family.
Protection From the Elements

The unitized-body construction of the Element is much like nature’s exoskeleton. Lightweight, all-composite, panelized components fit tightly together and are then fused and fastened to form a one-piece outer perimeter shell to be stronger and more aerodynamic than conventionally built trailers.

- All sustainable composite shell materials are impervious to moisture to eliminate rot, mold and mildew inherent with wood products.
- Durable composites, fiberglass and aluminum are engineered into a unitized body to enhance the strength of the entire unit as a whole.
- The seamless ComposiTek™ floor is secured to the chassis to support the walls and roof panels—all components combine to form one unitized body.
- Seamless, vacuum bonded components have a heavy gauge welded aluminum core frame for added strength.

Inside and Outside of Your Element

You’ll be amazed at the living space inside this mid-sized camping trailer. Without the need for interior structural wall supports, a European-style, open-concept interior becomes a reality.

- Weighing in at an approximate base of 3,300 pounds, the 24-foot Element series can be towed by today’s mini vans or mid-sized SUVs.
- The ultra aerodynamic exterior of the Element is designed for improved fuel economy and straight tracking down the road.
- The Element is one of the few travel trailers on the market to meet the 60 square feet “frontal area towing requirements” of the OEM automotive manufacturers. Defined as the total area of the trailer that is exposed to air resistance, the Element does not exceed 60 square feet—thus far exceeding the aerodynamic performance of conventional RVs. Conventional RVs exceed this limitation, significantly reducing the performance of tow vehicles.
- The clean, modern and fluid lines in the interior of the Element provide an uncluttered elegance designed for camping simplicity. Interior height is a surprising 84 inches.
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- The Element is one of the few travel trailers on the market to meet the 60 square feet “frontal area towing requirements” of the OEM automotive manufacturers. Defined as the total area of the trailer that is exposed to air resistance, the Element does not exceed 60 square feet—thus far exceeding the aerodynamic performance of conventional RVs. Conventional RVs exceed this limitation, significantly reducing the performance of tow vehicles.
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• The AFT (Advanced Fulcrum Tracking) axle system provides balanced stability for true tracking on the road.

• Sustainable, green composites last a lifetime—virtually free of rot, mold, or mildew, for a higher resale value.

• European styled windows are crafted of tinted acrylic to provide energy efficiency and privacy.

• The ComposiTek™ floor is unitized to the chassis that supports the walls and roof panel—all components work together to form one unitized body.

• Choose from four-color schemes designed for your pleasure.

Timber Stone Brown

Vintage Red
- Lightweight composites and aluminum reduce the tongue weight to allow towing with lighter vehicles.

- The ExoShell roofing system provides a tough, ultra waterproof UV resistant barrier.

- The ultra aerodynamic exterior of the Element is designed for improved fuel economy and straight tracking down the road.

- Weighing in at an approximate base of 3,300 pounds, the 24-foot Element series can be towed by today's mini vans or mid-sized SUVs.

- The interior appointments of the Element are clean, functional and ready for the rigors of today's most active family.

- Choose from four-color schemes designed to your pleasure.

www.GoElementRV.com
**The Elements of Style**

**Standard Features**

**Construction**
Completely Wood-free, ComposiTek™ Construction, Interlocked HSLA Unitized Chassis, Independent Trailing Arm Suspension, Automotive Grade Electro Coating, AFT (Advanced Fulcrum Tracking) Axle Configuration, Wide Track Hubs, Nitrogen Filled Balanced Tires

**Element Exclusive Features**
Unitized FRP Body Meets 60 Square Foot Frontal Area in Accordance with OEM Towing Guidelines, Ultra Low Drag Design in Accordance with OEM Towing Guidelines, Meets all State and Federal North American Highway Use Limitations, Enclosed Battery and LP Compartment with Marine Hatch, Custom-Fitted Storage Cover Available, Radius Corner Slide Room With Four Point Actuator, ExoShell Repairable/Paintable/Seamless Poly Roof

**Interior**
ComposiTek™ Hybrid Cabinetry with Concealed Hinges, Euro-Style Convertible Lounge Seating, Padded “No Crack” Vinyl Flooring Throughout, DVD/AM/FM/IPOD/USB Entertainment System With IPOD Dock, Radius Corner Hinged Mattress, True Queen Walk Around Bed (60” x 80”), Molded Bed Lid With Gas Charged Lift Struts, Deep Bed Shelf at Head of Bed, Bedroom Prepped For 20” LCD TV, Bedroom Privacy Curtain, Bath Wall Mirror

**Exterior**
Entry Light, Exterior Prepped for 20” LCD TV, Oversized Lighted Exterior Pass-Through Storage, 110v Exterior GFCI Receptacle, Radiused Entry Door With Screen

**Safety**
Non-Combustible Panels in Kitchen, GAWR Exceeds GVWR, LED Exterior Step Light, CO/LP/Smoke Detectors, Fire Extinguisher, LP/Battery Compartment Firewall, Digital Slide Room Controller With Load Sensing Technology (Slide Models), Safety Glazed Mirrors in Bath, GFCI Protected Kitchen/Bath/Exterior Receptacles

**Utilities**
Lockable Centralized Utility Compartment, Cable/Satellite Input, Antifreeze Suction Line, Self Coiling Hose with Hot/Cold Water, Dual Tank LP Regulator With Auto-Changeover, City Water Inlet, Pressure Fresh Tank Fill, Black Tank Fill Indicator in Bathroom, Up to 60# LP Capacity, Dual Enclosed Battery Trays
Appliances and Fixtures

Customer Satisfaction Package **

Optional Packages
Appearance Group
Pillow top True Queen (60” x 80”) Hinged Mattress, 24” LCD TV With Detachable Swing Mount in Living Area, 16” Wheels, Fulton F2 Jack with Dual Casters, Removable Non-Skid Carpet Mats, Acrylic Front Panel, Lifetime Warranted Protective Front Paint Mask Shield, Custom Fitted Storage Cover

Cold Climate Camping Package
Ducted 25,000 BTU LP Furnace, Heated Holding Tanks, Ceramic Tank Insulation, Double Insulated Bulkhead

Solar Power Package
10 Watt Rooftop Solar Panel, Solar Charge Controller, 120 Watt Prep Lines, Dual Battery Boxes and Trays, Dual Mode Battery Switch, Interior Solar Controller Display Panel Prep Wire, Rooftop Panel Mounting Plate

Optional Features

* SS-Stainless Steel  ** On All Element Models

Element 24’ Series Base Specs:

| LOA       | 25'8" |
| Body Length | 23'4" |
| Body Width  | 90"   |
| Exterior Height | 9'0"  |
| Interior Height | 84"  |
| Mattress    | 60”x80" |
| GWR         | 4,585 |
| UVW         | 4,585 |
| Hitch       | 395   |
| Fresh       | 36    |
| Grey        | 29    |
| Black Cartridge | 51/10.2 |

The Element is one of the few travel trailers on the market to meet the 60 square feet “frontal area towing requirements” of the OEM automotive manufacturers. Defined as the total area of the trailer that is exposed to air resistance, the Element does not exceed 60 square feet—thus far exceeding the aerodynamic performance of conventional RVs. Conventional RVs exceed this limitation, significantly reducing the performance of tow vehicles.
The unitized-body construction of the Element is much like nature's exoskeleton. Lightweight, all composite, panelized components fit tightly together and are fused and fastened to form a one-piece outer perimeter.

The most durable, lightweight frame available is engineered from automotive, High Strength Low Alloy (HSLA) steel that yields the highest strength-to-weight ratio.